1 Productivity Gains from Input and Output Trade

Abstract

This paper studies within-firm and between-firm productivity gains from input and output trade with heterogeneous firms, variable markups, and endogenous R&D. In particular, I show that input and output trade liberalization reinforce between-firm productivity gains, while within-firm productivity gains may instead interact negatively. I characterize these interactions theoretically and show how various aspects of trade liberalizations such as trade and entry costs, scope of new products or inputs, and country asymmetries impact both the productivity gains from input and output trade and the propensity for the channels of productivity gains to interact with each other, whether positively or negatively. These results offer some guidance toward answering the question of when input trade or output trade (or both) is the dominant driver of productivity gains from simultaneous input and output trade liberalization episodes and suggest that between-firm reallocation gains are a dominant source of gains to trade.

2 Trade with Search and Rest Unemployment

Abstract

In this paper, I explore worker reallocation responses to (inward) trade liberalization in both intermediate inputs and final output in a dynamic, industry-level setting with homogeneous workers and imperfect labor markets where workers have the option to search, to rest, or to leave the formal sector. Input trade introduces new, more advanced production technologies into the domestic economy which require adjustment, while output trade increases the competition faced by firms. Both have labor market consequences, but import competition tends to induce more search and movement out of the labor force, while the adjustment to new production technology instead tends to induce rest and re-employment as conditions improve post-adjustment. Hence, distinguishing between search and rest unemployment suggests that input and output trade have different implications for worker reallocation and that output trade liberalization has more adverse consequences.

3 Income Taxes, Worker Reallocation, and Employment
Abstract

Empirical research (for example, Davis and Haltiwanger 2014) has shown labor market fluidity to be an important factor affecting aggregates such as unemployment and productivity. Labor market fluidity may also impact the costs and benefits of policies with distributional consequences such as trade (e.g. Helpman Itskhoki 2010; Cacciatore 2014). In this paper, I study how tax reforms may affect worker reallocation rates and aggregate unemployment in an environment with heterogeneous industries. This has implications for the extent to which tax reforms may be able to alleviate some of the distributional costs of trade (ideally without significantly attenuating gains to trade). To this end, I make significant modifications to the island economy of Alvarez and Shimer 2011, including the addition of an intensive labor supply margin, income taxes on earned income, and heterogeneity among industries. I seek to understand whether lower taxes increase the incentive to switch industries, thereby increasing worker flows as well as an optimal tax rate for this economy, and how tax reform affects overall unemployment and labor force participation rates.